
 

Quick trips are 
plentiful but stores 

can be crowded

Restaurants are 
fierce competition

Grocery delivery 
is abundant

Typical grocery 
channels are 

shopped less often

Key Urban DemographicsPopulation Growth in U.S. Cities 
Exceeds the Rest of the Country

The Urban Grocery Shopper

Millennial

Educated

High Income

Diverse

What 
differentiates 
urban grocery 
shoppers?
(versus suburban and rural shoppers)

Top 50 
Most Populated Cities Rest of the country

+8% +5%

SPRING 2019

Perimeter offerings 
are especially 

appealing



60% 43%

Urban Suburban

 

57% 24% 12%

More than half of urban shoppers purchase groceries online

58% 29% 20%

% that buy groceries online for delivery

% that buy groceries that are shipped

Urban Suburban Rural

Urban Suburban Rural

% that state they order bulky items from an online retailerUrban shoppers more likely 
to buy bulky items online

56% 34% 24%

% of product group that is purchased somewhere besides mass merchandisers and traditional grocery stores

60% 43% 44% 25%
45% 23%

60% 43%
Health & Beauty

Less reliance on traditional grocery channels for key 
product groups

1 in 4 
 

Paper Products Condiments Frozen Foods

Paper towels Bath tissue Diapers

order groceries 
online at least 
once a week



Urban

Suburban

Rural

58% 16% 27%

34% 18% 48%

20% 23% 57%

Agree Indifferent Disagree

% that rank attribute in their top three as most important for their grocery shopping experience

Urban

Suburban

Rural

61%
70%
69%

51%
64%

75%

38%
42%

38%

High quality fresh foods Competitive pricing Convenience to home/work

% more likely for urban shopper (versus average shopper) to rank attribute in top three most important

 % that often stop for groceries on 
their way home from work or school 
to buy only what they need for that 

night and/or tomorrow

% that feel that most of the time 
grocery stores are crowded and can 

take a long time to checkout

Store is 
easy-to-shop

Online ordering
capabilities

Unique
assortment

Natural/organic/
etc. assortment

Fast
checkout

Many urban shoppers make quick trips but they often battle 
crowds and long checkouts

While competitive pricing is important to the urban shopper, 
other factors are also influential

90% 57% 27% 26% 13%
What other 
attributes are 
important to 
urban shoppers?

Urban

Suburban

Rural

58% 16% 27%

34% 18% 48%

20% 23% 57%

64% 23%

51% 27% 21%

44% 31% 24%

12%



56%

36% 36% 36%

29% 28%
24%

50%

25%

11%

30%

11% 10%
14%

41%

17%

4%

25%

3% 2% 3%

Urban Suburban Rural

In the past six months, which of the following have you utilized/purchased from in a grocery store?

Prepared Foods Salad Bar Smoothie/Juice Bar Hot Food Bar Beer Garden/Bar Wine Bar Sushi Bar
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Utilization of added-value perimeter offerings much 
higher in urban areas

Recommendations
for retailers and 
manufacturers


Grocery delivery and pick-up


In-store experience


Focused assortment


Competitive perimeter

Ensure or boost online capabilities that make grocery delivery and 
pick-up simple, convenient and a time-saver.  Work with 
manufacturers to identify ways they can support delivery.  Consider 
focusing on bulky items to better compete with online retailers.

Limited space means limited assortment but opportunity exists to 
attract shoppers with unique items that play in the organic, all-natural, 
sustainable, grass-fed and other health and socially conscious realms.  
Providing high quality fresh foods is a must and also offers an 
opportunity to cross merchandise with center store products.

Provide a pleasant experience with faster checkouts, organized aisles and 
friendly staff.  With many nearby options for grocery stores, shoppers can 
easily shift their purchases to a store that feels clean and easier to shop.

Urban shoppers loves the perimeter.  Ensure they partake by making various 
offerings more affordable and attractive than their nearly endless options of 
restaurants and other types of eateries.

Please contact insights@acosta.com if you have any questions


